Radio hardware used for the reception of 802.11b frames is capable of associating a Signal to Silence Ratio (SSR) with each received frame. If a received frame is corrupted, then these SSR indications can be used to provide robust apriori estimate of the bit error rate in the packet. In many recently proposed cross-layer protocols, for transmission of video over wireless networks, recovery of information from partially corrupted packets has shown significant utility. In this paper, based on experiments with actual 802.11b error traces, we show that the Channel State Information (CSI) provided by the SSR indications can be used to improve the error recovery performance of an FEC scheme employed in conjunction with a cross-layer protocol. H.264 based simulation are used to establish the efficacy of the proposed work for video applications; specifically for video over 802.11b WLAN.
INTRODUCTION
The utility (especially for multimedia transmission) of cross-layer protocols, that recover information from corrupted packets, has been noticed by many recent research efforts (e.g. [1] , [2] , [5] and references within). The pivotal concept behind these works is to avoid completely dropping the content of a partially corrupted packet. The responsibility of recovering information from the corrupted packet can be given to the link-level or the application level. In this paper we consider a system model in which the responsibility of error recovery is given to the application level Forward Error Correction (FEC) scheme.
In traditional packet based communication a packet is either erased or is completely error free. Thus the receiver has complete Channel State Information (CSI). On the contrary, when corrupted packets are relayed to the application layer, the received packets at the application level are not necessarily error free. Information about the corruption level or the bit error rate in a packet can help in enhancing the error recovery performance. In [1] with the help of two abstract schemes it was shown that even CSI that can meagerly identify uncorrupted packets from corrupted ones is sufficient to provide substantial performance gains in terms of the eventual video quality. However none of the previous work (including [1] ) has analyzed either theoretically or experimentally, the utility of CSI that could provide a robust estimate of the bit error rate in a corrupted packet, on a per-packet basis. A primary reason for this could be the inability to identify methodologies in existing network hardware/software implementations that could provide such a CSI without any additional cost/modifications.
Radio hardware used for reception of 802.11b frames is capable of recording and associating a Signal to Silence Ratio (SSR) to each received frame. In [2] it has been shown that the relationship of the SSR indication to the bit error rate ε in the corrupted packet does not vary significantly across different environments. Therefore, the SSR indication associated with each packet can be used to provide a robust CSI to the cross-layer error recovery mechanism. Thus the current radio-link hardware used for 802.11b already has provisions to facilitate additional CSI about the bit error rate in a corrupted packet 1 . Based on the above motivation, in this paper, we conduct experiments with actual 802.11b residue error traces to establish the utility of the SSR indications in cross-layer systems. Video applications are typically extremely bandwidth hungry and hence have served as the prime stimulus for design of the considered cross-layer schemes. Thus as an example application we consider video (multicast) over an 802.11b WLAN and evaluate the efficacy of the additional CSI in improving in video throughput/quality.
The paper is organized as: Section 2 provides description on the considered cross-layer schemes, the residue error traces used for the experimentation and the FEC scheme employed for video. Section 3 presents the results and observations. The results in this section explicitly establish the utility of the proposed work (especially for transmission of video). Section 3 also presents some capacity deductions that provide essential insight in understanding why and when the SSR indications are useful in improving the performance of the cross-layer scheme. Finally in section 4 we summarize the key conclusions of this work. Figure 1 describes the network model considered in this paper. A remote server is responsible for FEC encoding of the video data and these FEC encoded packets are multicast over a WLAN by the Access Point (A.P), which is turn is connected to a gateway. The multicast packets are received by various clients in the WLAN. We only consider clients that are employing a cross-layer methodology to receive these packets 2 . The 802.11 MAC Frame Check Sequence (FCS) can detect whether a received packet is error free and can provide this CSI to the application layer (just as it is done in a conventional protocol stack). The difference between the proposed cross-layer "SSR aware" scheme and the previous "SSR_unaware" scheme is articulated by step 3.b of "Cross-layer Packet Reception" in Figure 1 . The considered SSR_unaware scheme is a combination of the proposals in [1] , [2] and [5] , which have shown significant improvements for wireless video when compared with traditional (non cross-layer) protocols. It is also very well established that information recovery from corrupted packets is indeed very useful and comparison with traditional protocols have consistently shown significant performance improvements. Thus in this paper we restrict ourselves to comparing the proposed SSR aware scheme with one of the best available cross-layer schemes that does not depend on the SSR information.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 2.1. System Model

802.11b Residue Error Traces
The error traces used for our experiments are drawn from the channel modeling study presented in [2] , [3] , [4] . In particular we consider the traces in [4] . The traces in [4] were categorized into "Home" and "Office" traces to represent a low interference and relatively high interference environment. In [4] it was observed that the probability of packet corruption is negligible for SSR >14dB "Good Range" and the bit error rate for SSR < 8dB is very high "Bad Range". Thus the utility of cross-layer protocol is primarily exhibited when a significant proportion of the packets are received with SSR values in the "Transition Range" (8-14dB) [2] . Consequently we focus our analysis on residue error traces that were collected in channel conditions where atleast 20% of the packets were received with SSR indication in the Transition Range. Hence for the proposed work we chose 6 traces (3 from each environment) of 40,000 packets each. For details about the trace collection methodology please refer to [2] , [3] , [4] . However it should be mentioned that for the traces used in this paper, the 802.11b PHY data rate was always maintained at 11Mbps and the packet transmission rate was adjusted so as to facilitate a payload bit-rate of approximately 3Mbps in the "Home Data" and maximum possible bitrate lesser than 11Mbps achieved on the basis of flooding in the "Office Data". The packet payload size was maintained at 1024 bytes
Forward Error Correction Scheme
The FEC scheme used in this paper uses binary Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes. Our FEC block as shown in Figure 1 , could be broken down into different codewords that were interleaved across packets. Each packet contributed 64 bits to a codeword. Thus as our packet size is 1024 bytes, the total codewords in a single FEC block were 128. Each LDPC codeword consisted of k = 8192 bits, thus each FEC packet block consisted of 64 Message packets. The number of parity packets are increased in steps of 4 packets, thus the number of parity bits in each codeword are increased in steps of 512 bits, so as to provide FEC blocks with packet-block-length varying from 68 packets to 128 packets. Thus we studied the performance of codes from rate 0.94 to rate 0.5. (Due to brevity we report results only for the maximal rates for which the eventual probability of decoding failure for the LDPC decoding was under ~15%). The Progressive-Edge-Growth [7] (PEG) algorithm based on large-girth tanner graphs was used to determine check matrices for all the LDPC codes. For background material on LDPC refer to [6] and references within.
Video Encoding
For the purpose of our video simulations we used streams compressed using H.264 [8] . To emulate the conditions where the wireless traces were collected we use a video stream with a bit-rate of 2.1 Mbps for the simulations on Home Data, and bit-rate of 5.4 Mbps for simulations on Office Data 3 . We report results for test sequences "mobile" and "stefan". The resolution of these sequences was "CIF". We use a GOP (IBPBP..) size of 15 frames, and a frame rate of 30 fps. Test sequences are repeated to provide a playout sequence of 900 picture frames. The compressed stream was mapped to the FEC scheme by embedding a video slice/ video packet in each codeword. LDPC codes can detect a decoding failure, thus if any codeword could not correct all the errors we drop that slice. All standard error concealment features were turned on. In the event of data/frame loss, the previous correctly received frame was copied and also used as a reference for the motion vectors.
Utilizing CSI in LDPC decoding
A numerically efficient version of the LDPC decoding algorithm uses the log-likelihood ratios (LLR) in estimating the transmitted code-word. In the LDPC decoding algorithm the LLR ( ) L c i associated with code bit c i is initialized at the start of the decoding on the basis of the received bit y i and an apriori assumption of the bit error probability of the i th bit being P e as
The message-passing algorithm (log-domain sum-product algorithm) is then iteratively used to update ( ) L c i . A bit is 3 The source-coding rate used here is chosen meagerly to represent the total amount of video content we would expect in a typical application that is using 3Mbps or the maximum possible bandwidth. Naturally in actual office application a source-coding rate of 5.4Mbps for "CIF" resolution may be too high. However multiple video sequences can indeed provide a combined content of 5.4Mbps. A single video sequence of 5.4Mbps could be considered to be an approximation for such total video content. Such approximations allow us to focus on issues more core to the focus of the proposed work. represents the average probability of bit error in a corrupted packet for a given residue error trace. With extensive experimentation with 802.11b wireless traces [2] , [3] , [4] an empirical relationship between the bit error probability in a corrupted packet and the associated SSR indication has been established (especially see traces [2] ). In an SSR_aware scheme this empirical relationship was used to obtain ( )
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Prior to presenting the results that shall exhibit the utility of the SSR aware scheme, to better understand the observations, it is important to develop some theoretical deductions and insight in the considered problem. Thus for this purpose consider the following notation (similar to [1] ):
• For a packet received with a particular SSR indication let
represent the probability of a packet being corrupted and (ii) ( ) SSR ε represent the probability of a bit error in the corrupted packet.
• Let ( ) f SSR denote the probability of receiving a packet with a particular SSR indication.
• Let Z be an indicator variable that indicates whether a packet is corrupted (i.e. Z corresponds to a checksum on the data payload) and SSR is a variable that indicates the Signal to Silence Ratio. Thus for a SSR_unaware scheme Z is made available as side-information to the receiver, while for an SSR_aware scheme, both Z and SSR are available as side-information. Now let's assume a simplistic theoretical model, where we do not have any packet drops due to header corruption, the packet corruption process is memory-less and the bit-error process in a corrupted packet is also memory-less. For such a model, the application layer channel capacity of the SSR_unaware scheme and the SSR_aware scheme are given by equations (2) and (3). (proofs have been omitted due to brevity) ( ) ( )
Note:
represent the overall probability of a packet being corrupted and the overall probability of bit error in a corrupted packet.
Using Jensen's Inequality/Convexity [9] it can be easily shown that Our experiments have been conducted on actual 802.11b wireless traces. In these traces neither the packet corruption process nor the bit error process is observed to be memory-less. However the above theoretical insight is still helpful in understanding the result of our experimentation tabulated in Table I . In Table I , similar to our deductions (i) and (ii), it can be observed that it is feasible in the Good and Bad SSR ranges for the SSR_aware scheme to provide negligible benefits in the error recovery performance. Nevertheless, in the transition region, the SSR_aware scheme consistently provides an improved error recovery performance. The % code failures are reduced by a minimum of 1.2% to a maximum of 11%. It is also important to note, that though it cannot be guaranteed that an SSR_aware scheme will be helpful in the Good Range, there do exist many instances when it does help. Similarly if the channel coding rate is reduced significantly (less than 0.33) then some performance benefit can be observed in the Bad Range too. An extremely essential observation to make in Table I . is the SSR standard deviation (std. dev.) for the corrupted packets in each trace. The std. dev. was found to be atleast 3dB in all the traces presented here 4 . In the light of deduction (iii) the above stated observation is crucial to emphasize the practical utility of SSR indications. Furthermore, it should be stated that even when the SSR value averaged over a large number of (100 to 1000) packets is constant; the SSR indication on per packet basis can vary significantly. In such an event an SSR_aware scheme will provide performance benefits. The significance of the SSR std. dev. can be especially appreciated by observing the error recovery performance for trace 6. In trace 6 though the average channel conditions are such that the SSR values are "Good", the variation in SSR value is significant enough for an SSR_aware scheme to exhibit improved error recovery performance. Finally it is important to verify that the improvement in error recovery performance does translate into improvement in video quality. Table I shows that the average PSNR quality over 900 frames typically improves by 1-2db. However, in many instances for large periods in the traces the SSR is entirely in the Good Range. Thus the average PSNR does not tell the complete story. Hence for a better evaluation, Figure 2 (a) and Figure 3 (a) provide temporal snap shots for some experiments on trace 1 and 4. In the temporal snapshots it can be clearly observed that there can be multiple GOPS over which the PSNR of an SSR_aware scheme is better than an SSR_unaware by 5-15dB. Such a big difference in video quality is perceptually visible and a typical difference in block-distortion in the two schemes is exhibited by the frame captures in Figure 2 (b) and Figure 3 (b) . In addition to the block distortion, the motion discontinuity in an SSR_unaware scheme was also significantly higher. It should be also noted that by observing the performance of trace 1 in Table I , we can conclude that in the transition region we can get an average PSNR improvement of 5-6db.
CONCLUSION
In this paper it has been shown that the (per packet) SSR indications are capable of providing robust CSI. This robust CSI is useful in improving the error recovery performance of a cross-layer FEC scheme and video throughput over cross-layer. In the good and bad SSR range the utility of the proposed scheme can be diminished but in the transition region the performance of an SSR_aware scheme consistently provides improvement. If the channel conditions are such that the SSR is in the transition region for large periods, 5-6 dB gain in terms of average PSNR quality of video can be obtained.
